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The Sicilian Puppet Theater of Agrippino Manteo (1884-1947)

2023-06-13

sicilian puppet theater was the predominant form of cultural expression for working class southern italians and sicilians from the early 1800s until the
proliferation of television in the 1950s this form of dramatic prose theater also flourished in diasporic italian urban communities bringing immigrants together for
nightly performances of the same deeply cherished chivalric stories agrippino manteo s scripts examined for the first time in this study are testimony to the rich
substance of the paladins of france narratives dramatized on the traditional opera dei pupi stage even beyond their historical and aesthetic value the alternating
episodes of love enchantment adventure and warfare invite us to relive the passion heartbreak excitement and magic of knights and damsels from around the globe from
europe to north africa to east asia who share the stage with a host of wizards fairies giants and monsters this study reconstructs the history of the manteo
family marionette theater in new york city across seven decades and three generations provides translations of eight selected plays and 270 extant summaries and
offers comparative analyses uncovering the creative process of adaptation from italian renaissance masterpieces of chivalric poetry to nineteenth century prose
compilations to agrippino manteo s opera dei pupi dramatizations

Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians

1888

the extraordinary cultural renaissance in the northern italian courts of the late 15th and early 16th centuries is the subject of this volume it starts with
baldessar castiglione s book of the courtier 1528 which encapsulates this sense of renewal his experiences at court and their subsequent rewriting form the
backbone of the work the author then addresses questions of biography gender genre and the varied roles of the courtier expanding the perspective of castiglione s
text to include the lives and writings of other courtiers and patrons what was it like to be a courtier what were the problems associated with such a lifestyle the
importance of women in court circles is also highlighted in studies of one of the most notable of female patrons isabella d este 1474 1539 and of the theoretical
developments in writing about gender stimulated by such women stephen kolsky s analysis of both well known and comparatively obscure texts brings out the
diversity of practices that constituted court society and their centrality to our understanding of the renaissance

Cyclopedia of Music & Musicians

1893

christopher conway s lavishly illustrated heroes of the borderlands tells the surprising story of the mexican western for the first time exploring how mexican
authors and artists reimagined us film and comic book westerns to address mexican politics and culture

Historical View of the Literature of the South of Europe

1853

first published in 2001 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company



Courts and Courtiers in Renaissance Northern Italy

2023-05-31

reprint of the original first published in 1883

Heroes of the Borderlands

2019

this work in the field of digital literary stylistics and computational literary studies is concerned with theoretical concerns of literary genre with the design of a
corpus of nineteenth century spanish american novels and with its empirical analysis in terms of subgenres of the novel the digital text corpus consists of 256
argentine cuban and mexican novels from the period between 1830 and 1910 it has been created with the goal to analyze thematic subgenres and literary currents
that were represented in numerous novels in the nineteenth century by means of computational text categorization methods to categorize the texts statistical
classification and a family resemblance analysis relying on network analysis are used with the aim to examine how the subgenres which are understood as
communicative conventional phenomena can be captured on the stylistic textual level of the novels that participate in them

Theories of Art

2013-09-13

an innovative volume of fifteen interdisciplinary essays at the nexus of material culture performance studies and game theory playthings in early modernity emphasizes
the rules of the game s as well as the breaking of those rules thus the titular plaything is understood as both an object and a person and play in the early modern
world is treated not merely as a pastime a leisurely pursuit but as a pivotal part of daily life a strategic psychosocial endeavor

The Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft Vol X: History of Mexico

2024-01-16

this book offers the hint for a new reflection on ancient textual transmission and editorial practices in antiquity in the first section it retraces the first steps of the
process of ancient writing and editing the reader will discover how the book is both a material object and a metaphorical personification material or immaterial the
second section will focus on corpora of greek texts their formation and their paratextual apparatus readers will explore various issues dealing with the
mechanisms that are at the basis of the assembling of ancient greek texts but great attention will also be given to the role of ancient scholarly work the third
section shows how texts have two levels of authorship the author of the text and the scribe who copies the text the scribe is not a medium but plays a crucial role
in changing the text this section will focus on the protagonists of some interesting cases of textual transmission but also on the books they manufactured or kept
in the libraries and on the words they engraved on stones therefore the fresh voices of the contributors of this book offer new perspectives on established research
fields dealing with textual criticism



Bulletin of the Pan American Union

1918

a choice outstanding academic title 2008 a cultural history of animals in the medieval age investigates the changing roles of animals in medieval culture economy
and society in the period 1000 to 1400 the period saw significant changes in scientific and philosophical approaches to animals as well as their representation in art
animals were omnipresent in medieval everyday life they had enormous importance for medieval agriculture and trade and were also hunted for food and used in
popular entertainments at the same time animals were kept as pets and used to display their owner s status whilst medieval religion attributed complex symbolic
meanings to animals a cultural history of animals in the medieval age presents an overview of the period and continues with essays on the position of animals in
contemporary symbolism hunting domestication sports and entertainment science philosophy and art

Genre Analysis and Corpus Design

2024-01-22

this interdisciplinary handbook provides extensive information about research in medieval studies and its most important results over the last decades the handbook
is a reference work which enables the readers to quickly and purposely gain insight into the important research discussions and to inform themselves about the
current status of research in the field the handbook consists of four parts the first large section offers articles on all of the main disciplines and discussions of the
field the second section presents articles on the key concepts of modern medieval studies and the debates therein the third section is a lexicon of the most important
text genres of the middle ages the fourth section provides an international bio bibliographical lexicon of the most prominent medievalists in all disciplines a
comprehensive bibliography rounds off the compendium the result is a reference work which exhaustively documents the current status of research in medieval studies
and brings the disciplines and experts of the field together

Orlando Innamorato Di Bojardo

1831

intended as a supplement to guide to the law and legal literature of argentina brazil and chile edwin m borchard g p o 1917

The Institutes of Gaius (extracts)

1908

in inscribed power ryan d giles explores the function of amuletic prayers divine names and incantation formulas that were inscribed and printed on parchment paper and
other media and at the same time inserted into classic literary works in spain giles insightful analysis of the intersection between amulets and literary texts offers
fresh and original interpretations of well known texts such as the poema de m�o cid the libro de alexandre the libro de buen amor celestina lazarillo de tormes and
the busc�n inscribed power is a fascinating work that highlights specific amuletic texts that were used to heal protect or otherwise provide a blessing or curse to
discover how their powers could influence fictional lives at different moments in the development of spanish literature



Playthings in Early Modernity

2017-02-22

reprint of the original first published in 1874

A Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, etc

1875

this volume is the first comprehensive study of the influence of english pre raphaelitism on italian art and culture in the late nineteenth century analysis of the
cultural relations between italy and britain has focused traditionally on the special place that italy had in the british imagination but the cultural and artistic
exchanges between the two countries have been much misunderstood this book aims to correct this imbalance by placing pre rapahelitism in its european context it
explores the nature of its influence on italy how it was transmitted and how it was manifested by focusing on the role of italian anglophiles the english communities
in florence and rome the writings of gabriele d annunzio and a number of italian artists active in tuscany and rome the works of cellini ricci gioja de carolis and
sartorio in particular fully demonstrate the impact of pre raphaelitism on the young italian school of painting which found in the english movement an ideal link with
its glorious past on which it could build a new artistic identity these artists show that english pre raphaelitism was one of the most powerful single influences on
fin de siecle italian culture

A Dictionary of Music and Musicians

1879

characters in some languages particularly hebrew and arabic may not display properly due to device limitations transliterations of terms appear before the
representations in foreign characters this is an encyclopedic dictionary of close to 400 important philosophical literary and political terms and concepts that defy
easy or any translation from one language and culture to another drawn from more than a dozen languages terms such as dasein german pravda russian saudade
portuguese and stato italian are thoroughly examined in all their cross linguistic and cross cultural complexities spanning the classical medieval early modern
modern and contemporary periods these are terms that influence thinking across the humanities the entries written by more than 150 distinguished scholars describe the
origins and meanings of each term the history and context of its usage its translations into other languages and its use in notable texts the dictionary also
includes essays on the special characteristics of particular languages english french german greek italian portuguese russian and spanish originally published in
french this one of a kind reference work is now available in english for the first time with new contributions from judith butler daniel heller roazen ben kafka kevin
mclaughlin kenneth reinhard stella sandford gayatri chakravorty spivak jane tylus anthony vidler susan wolfson robert j c young and many more the result is an
invaluable reference for students scholars and general readers interested in the multilingual lives of some of our most influential words and ideas covers close to
400 important philosophical literary and political terms that defy easy translation between languages and cultures includes terms from more than a dozen
languages entries written by more than 150 distinguished thinkers available in english for the first time with new contributions by judith butler daniel heller roazen
ben kafka kevin mclaughlin kenneth reinhard stella sandford gayatri chakravorty spivak jane tylus anthony vidler susan wolfson robert j c young and many more
contains extensive cross references and bibliographies an invaluable resource for students and scholars across the humanities



Dictionary of Music and Musicians

1896

the cultural cold war in latin america was waged as a war of values this book charts the conflicting universals of this period the clash between avant garde and
political vanguard

A Dictionary of Music and Musicians (A.D. 1450-1889) by Eminent Writers, English and Foreign

1879

readings in language studies volume 7 intersections of peace and language studies features international contributions that represent state of the field reviews
multi disciplinary perspectives theory driven syntheses of current scholarship reports of new empirical research reflections on pedagogical practices and critical
discussions of major topics centered on the intersection of language studies and peace consistent with the mission of isls the collection of 13 chapters in this volume
seeks to bridge these arbitrary disciplinary territories and provide a forum for both theoretical and empirical research from existing and emergent research
methodologies for exploring the relationships among language power discourses and social practices language and peace are in themselves incredibly complex
concepts they are simultaneously interpersonal in their function and effect as well as intimately personal in their experience from everyday communication to the
pragmatics of world diplomacy from embracing a foreign culture to embarking upon a journey of self awareness language and peace are inseparably intertwined to
reveal their myriad interconnections in local and global contexts is a limitless task nevertheless we attempt to bring you a few glimpses from far corners of the
world it is also a linguistic and postcolonial mission of this society and the book series to publish the voices of non native speakers of english decolonizing the
academic enterprise is part of our commitment to diversity

A Dictionary of Music and Musicians (A.D. 1450-1889) by Eminent Writers, English and Foreign

1889

this book collects honor� s groundbreaking work on the composition of justinian s digest among the most important texts in roman law it reconstructs the
methodology of the digest s composition and examines the broader issues raised by the digest s creation how it was conceived by its compilers its purpose and its
impact

On the Track of the Books

2019-06-17

also providing in depth discussions of the rich contributions of muslim and jewish cultures and offering useful insights into their interactions with catholic spain this
comprehensive work is an invaluable tool for students scholars and general readers alike book jacket



A Cultural History of Animals in the Medieval Age
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Handbook of Medieval Studies
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Catalogue of the Library of the Sacred Harmonic Society
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A Guide to the Law and Legal Literature of Chile, 1917-1946

1947

Journal of the American Musicological Society

1968
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Atti Della Fondazione Giorgio Ronchi Fondata Da Vasco Ronchi

2023-03-14



Spanish Reformers

1948

Journal of the American Musicological Society

1893

The Encyclop�dia Britannica
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The Encyclopaedia Britannica

1887

The Encyclop�dia Britannica

2007

The Influence of Pre-Raphaelitism on Fin de Si�cle Italy

2014-02-09

Dictionary of Untranslatables
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The Decline and Fall of the Lettered City

1892

Encyclopaedia Britannica

2022-01-01

Intersections of Peace and Language Studies
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